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Wismar seaport introduces comprehensive Port Management
Software
Latest INPLAN Software Technology offers powerful competitive advantages
Not only with the investment in logistics areas and quays but also with the
introduction of a comprehensive port operation software the Wismar seaport
extends its service around the economic logistics solutions for its customers
and partners.
INPLAN software intelligently links all areas of operations and also creates
value added for customers and external logistics partners. The port is
convinced of the software advantages, Michael Kremp summarizes: „By
introducing the INPLAN solution, our excellent infrastructure, the port’s
qualified staff and optimal handling equipment are getting a comprehensive
state-of-the-art software solution. The operations are optimally supported
and customers, agents, shipping lines or external partners with their logistics
chains are depicted in the solution. This reinforces the increasingly important
competitive factor of availability and use of data.“
INPLAN builds with its standard software "INPLAN Port Operations and Port
Management System" on the proven concept of a strong standard equipment
being able to expand the solution by flexible use of modules for specific
requirements. This allows upgrading the standard software as needed at any
time.
Mohamad Itani, INPLAN CEO, is pleased about the new partner Port of
Wismar: „Only weeks ago the INPLAN Solutions achieved the highest global
recognition of the world's leading association for the Port Industry IAPH
(International Association of Ports and Harbors). The IT Award in Gold was
awarded to the Port of Beirut for the introduction of INPLAN Port Operations
and Port Management Software. The order by the Port of Wismar reconfirms
the system's operating strength and performance.“
INPLAN and Port of Wismar will work in joint project teams to make the
system ready for use in the coming months.

On Wismar seaport:
Seehafen Wismar GmbH is the owner of the infrastructure and operates the port
activities at the site.
Efficient multi-purpose terminals offer a wide range of port-specific services. Project
cargo, general and bulk cargo is handled at the terminals. The service profile is
complemented by warehousing and further port-specific services.
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On INPLAN:
INPLAN is a leading provider of software solutions for Port Management, Terminal
Operating (TOS), Port Community and Maritime Logistics. Worldwide we are
operating more than 80 systems in marine and inland logistics. Trouble-free daily
operations with more than 50,000 users in 15 nations emphasize the quality and
efficiency of INPLAN solutions. Since the company was founded in 1989, INPLAN has
developed standard software solutions for the maritime industry. The development
of INPLAN Software is characterized by a high level of user benefits, innovation and
consequent service orientation.
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